My War Memories, 1914-1918
(an operation similar to our successful counter-attack in November and December, 1917, at Cambrai), and at the same time holding up the advance of the troops that had broken through so far on the Dniester.
Thanks to the failure of the Austrian defence, the Russian offensive at Lutsk made rapid progress, and following the railway to Kowel, soon reached the Stochod. The first German reinforcements became involved in the retreat. A new German front was gradually created on the Stochod on both sides of the railway. It was in touch with the Austrian troops who were still holding the Styr. The Russians had not followed up very smartly in a westerly direction, although a great victory was beckoning them. They had too few reserves at hand to make full use of their opportunity.
At Saturtzky and Kisielin, some way west of the Stochod, the beaten Austrian Army was able to collect its remnants. It was obvious that the wing of the Austrian Army which had escaped south of Lutsk would have to swing back quickly to avoid being rolled up. Here again Brussiloff was not strong enough for a really energetic pursuit. The arrival of further reserves strengthened the front on both sides of the Kowel-Lutsk railway. They came up with the 4th Army further south, and somewhere near Gorochow formed a strong counter-offensive group behind the Austrian wing retreating to the south-west. Our critical situation did not allow of our waiting for the arrival of all our reserves in order to attack all together, although Linsingen's Group always wished to do so.
The counter-attacks of the German troops during the latter half of June and early part of July obtained only local successes. The Russian offensive on the Dniester had broken through the Austrian divisions under General von Pflanzer-Baltin in the Okna (east of Zaleszsyki)-Sniatin direction, and south of the river soon gained a lot of ground. Czernowitz fell. By the end of June the Russians had reached a line from the Dniester, through Tlumacz, to Kolomea and Kimpolung, and were pushing on toward the Carpathian passes.
The Austrian front south of the Dniester, originally a very
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